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Video Apps 
I use the following three mobile apps for recording video.  There are others, but this is great 
for getting started.   
 

1) Youtube Capture App  https://www.youtube.com/capture 
“Stitch together an unlimited number of clips as you build your story.”  
Record multiple shots, edit and rearrange in camera, then post. 
 

2) Vine http://www.vine.co  Records 6 second looping videos. Share a moment, give 
flavor of an event.  
 

3) Device camera - Recording video with no editing other than trim start/end. 
 
 
Getting Started  
When you start, try using these tips adapted from the book How to Shoot Video That Doesn't 
Suck by Steve Stockman.  On Amazon at http://is.gd/videothatdoesntsuck 
 

1) Think in Shots  
Focus on interesting subject, frame shot, shoot, stop, move to next shot.  
 

2) No eyes, no story 
There may be times when you want to capture a larger scene, but generally you want 
to be close enough to see white of your subjects eyes.  Get close!  
 

3) Keep bright light behind you  
With light behind YOU, the face of your subject is illuminated. If light is behind your 
subject, such as an exterior window, the camera will expose for that light background 
and darken your subject resulting in poor exposure of subject. 
 

4) Use video camera like a still camera.    
NO zooming.  NO moving camera.  Exceptions? Sure.  But try and keep the camera 
still.  
 

5) Keep it short!   
Prepare yourself and your subject to deliver the goods in 60 seconds. You can make 
exceptions, but for mobile aim for 1 minute.  
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Am I Going to Watch This? 
The decision to watch a video (or not ) happens in about 3 seconds, with people ready to leave 
at any second.  Keep in mind these factors.    
 

1) Time investment 
The shorter the video, the more likely it is to be watched.  But ultimately, it is the 
value of the content that will determine if the viewer is going to invest.  Don’t waste 
peoples time.  Using clear titles helps. 
 

2) Audio 
People have low tolerance for poor audio. If it is noisy, unless the point is showing a 
noisy event or the video is very short, don’t bother.   
 

3) The point 
Establish point of video immediately so people can determine if they are going to watch 
it.  People appreciate your offering this clarity for them.  If it takes a while to get to the 
goods, consider trimming a video and sharing just the great clip.  You can also post a 
full version (a sermon), the shorter clip and link them. 
 

4) Pacing 
Even if the content value is established, if the pace is slow people checkout.  
 

5) Image quality 
Viewers have low tolerance video shaking, poor exposure, focus and framing.  
 

 
Tap screen / Press and Hold  
On most devices tapping the screen in video record mode will set following: 
 

1) Identify area to focus on 
 

2) Set exposure 
 

3) Set color balance 
 
 
Minimizing Camera Shake  
A few tips on keeping your image stable without use of a tripod or monopod. 
 

1) Make sure you are NOT zoomed in at all. Some cameras remember zoom position. My 
relative had grainy shaky photos, asked for tips at a reunion. We discovered she had 
been zoomed in ever since buying camera. Whoops! 
 

2) Holding camera with two hands, bend arms, brace forearms against body. 
 

3) Lean against wall, pole, other stationary object  
 
 
Know Your Full Frame  
Some devices default to a video preview not showing the full frame.  Try to double tap the 
screen to see if it will allow you to see full frame.  Before shooting, take test video filling screen 
with blank paper, compare framing on playback. 
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Camera Orientation 
Ever see a video shared that was recorded vertically?  Yeah, we all hate that.  Keep camera 
held horizontally so screen is oriented like widescreen TV unless you are recording a square 
proportioned Vine video. 
 
Lighting 
Lighting is crucial.  You can vastly improve your video by making sure you are recording in a 
setting with good lighting and position your subject accordingly. 
  

1) More Light results in crisper video. More light equals more data on sensor. 
 

2) Move subject.  Don’t hesitate to ask subject to move. They want to look good! In 
convention centers, moving 10 feet or turning slightly can dramatically improve lighting.  
I use my fist serve as stand in for subject while trying different spots so they don’t have 
to move around so much.   
 

3) Brightest light behind you. Keep brighter light behind you, illuminating front of 
subject as previously noted. 
 

4) Give your subject a soul (if you can).  Eye light in the subject’s eyes conveys life. If 
you have option, film in position that not only lights subject, but give those eyes a little 
shine.  Harder to control if you’re using natural lighting.  A window behind you can 
help with this.  

 
Film at Eye Level 
Many a UU video was destroyed by filming up the good reverends nose… Whenever possible, 
film at subjects eye level.  Be mindful of tall and short subjects.  If camera is lower, view is up 
nose and subject looks like a troll.. If camera is higher, view is down, subject seems more 
submissive. 
 
Beware the Wall!   Step forward and Turn… 
The only time someone should be filmed flat against a wall is for a mug shot.   
 

1) If subject can reach back and touch the wall, they’re too close.  
2) Have subject step forward several feet.  
3) Have them turn so the wall is at a slight angle.  

 
 
Framing Shots:  The Rule of Thirds 
In Western photography and film, we do not 
traditionally film subjects dead center in the 
middle of the frame.  Instead, we use the rule of 
thirds, “a rule of thumb which proposes that “an 
image should be imagined as divided into nine 
equal parts by two equally spaced horizontal 
lines and two equally spaced vertical lines, and 
that important compositional elements should 
be placed along these lines or their 
intersections. Proponents of the technique claim 
that aligning a subject with these points creates more tension, energy and interest in the 
composition than simply centering the subject would.”  Source: Wikipedia / Rule of Thirds. 
 


